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Evidence for acoustic-like plasmons on epitaxial graphene on Pt(111)
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The dispersion and the damping of the sheet plasmon in a graphene monolayer grown on Pt(111) have been
studied by using angle-resolved electron energy loss spectroscopy. We found that the dispersion relation of the
plasmon mode confined in the graphene sheet is linear, as a consequence of the screening by the metal substrate.
Present results demonstrate that the presence of an underlying metal substrate could have striking consequences
on the plasmon propagation even in the case of a system which exhibits a weak graphene-substrate interaction.
Moreover, we found that Landau damping essentially occurs via interband excitations starting above the Fermi
wave vector. On the contrary, intraband transitions do not have a significant influence on the collective mode.
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Low-energy collective excitations in graphene are attracting
much interest in recent years1–8 as they influence many of
the peculiar properties of graphene samples. In particular, the
dispersion and damping of plasmons in epitaxial graphene
have recently been studied for the case of graphene deposited
on SiC(0001) (Refs. 2 and 4) and Ir(111).6 The understanding
of plasmonic excitations of graphene plays a key role in
tailoring the properties of novel graphene-based devices.9

Among graphene systems, the epitaxial growth of monolayer
graphene (MLG) on Pt(111) is particularly interesting10–14 as a
consequence of the weak graphene-Pt interaction,11 in contrast
with MLG grown on other transition-metal substrates.15,16

In fact, the graphene-Pt distance (3.30 Å) lies close to the
c-axis spacing in graphite. The electronic structure of MLG
on Pt(111) resembles that of isolated graphene.10 In particular,
the linear dispersion of π bands in the so-called Dirac cones,
which gives rise to many manifestations of massless Dirac
fermions, is preserved. Angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) experiments10 do not show any remarkable
hybridization of graphene π states with metal d states. They
just represent a superposition of graphene and metal-derived
states, with minimal interaction between them. The MLG on
Pt(111) is hole doped by charge transfer to the Pt substrate.12

The Fermi energy EF of the graphene layer shifts 0.30 ±
0.15 eV below the Dirac-energy crossing point of the bands,
with the Fermi wave vector kF = 0.09 Å

−1
.

Epitaxial graphene on Pt(111) thus behaves as an ideal 2D
system, sustaining a purely 2D electron gas (2DEG) system
whose collective excitations (plasmon modes) are able to
propagate along the sheet. The dielectric response of the 2DEG
system is determined by plasmon dispersion, which could be
measured by high-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
(HREELS).

The 2D plasmon, characterized by its square-root-like
dispersion, has been predicted17 and observed in metal layers
on semiconductors.18 On the other hand, the acoustic surface
plasmon (ASP) with a linear dispersion was demonstrated to
exist on semiconductor quantum wells with two interacting
quantum well minibands.19 Successively, ASP has been exper-

imentally revealed on Be(0001) (Ref. 20) and on noble-metal
surfaces.21,22 The acoustic-like dispersion is a consequence of
the combination of the nonlocality of the 3D response and
the spillout of the 3D electron density into the vacuum, both
providing incomplete screening of the 2D electron-density
oscillations.23

Previous measurements on MLG/SiC(0001) showed a
nonlinear dispersion for the sheet plasmon in MLG. Such
behavior could be described by the Stern’s model.24 It is
interesting to study the behavior of collective excitations of
MLG grown on a metal substrate in order to shed light on the
screening mechanisms of the sheet plasmon in the presence
of an underlying metal substrate. Present measurements by
HREELS show a linear dispersion for the sheet plasmon in
MLG/Pt(111). Our results indicate that the sheet plasmon
of MLG survives up to a high energy, i.e., 3 eV. This is
a consequence of the fact that intraband excitations have
negligible influence on the propagation of the plasmon mode.
On the other hand, the dispersion curve of the sheet plasmon
overlaps with the continuum of interband transitions above the
Fermi wave vector. This broadens the plasmon peak but does
not cause its disappearance (in agreement with predictions in
Ref. 5), in contrast with the behavior found for ordinary sheet
plasmons in 2DEG and ASP.

Experiments were carried out in an ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) chamber operating at a base pressure of 5 ×10−11 mbar.
The sample was a single crystal of Pt(111). The substrate was
cleaned by repeated cycles of ion sputtering and annealing
at 1300 K. Surface cleanliness and order were checked using
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) measurements, respectively. Graphene was
obtained by dosing ethylene onto the clean Pt(111) substrate
kept at 1150 K. The completion of the first layer was reached
upon an exposure of 3 ×10−8 mbar for 10 min (24 L, 1 L =
1.33 ×10−6 mbar s). After removing the C2H4 gas from the
chamber, the temperature was held at 1150 K for further 60 s.
In these conditions, the observed LEED pattern is similar to
the one shown in Ref. 13 for MLG/Pt(111). Furthermore,
the characterization of the MLG has been carried out by
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identifying phonon modes which are fingerprint of graphene
formation.25 HREEL experiments were performed by using
an electron energy loss spectrometer (Delta 0.5, SPECS).
The energy resolution of the spectrometer was degraded to
5 meV so as to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of loss peaks.
Dispersion of the loss peaks, i.e., Eloss(q||), was measured
by moving the analyzer while keeping the sample and the
monochromator in a fixed position. To measure plasmon
dispersion, values for the parameters Ep, impinging energy,
and θi , the incident angle, were chosen so as to obtain the
highest signal-to-noise ratio. The primary beam energy used
for the dispersion, Ep = 7–12 eV, provided, in fact, the
best compromise among surface sensitivity, the highest cross
section for mode excitation and q|| resolution. As

h̄
−→
q|| = h̄(

−→
ki sin θi − −→

ks sin θs),

the parallel momentum transfer q|| depends on Ep, Eloss, θi ,
and θs according to

q|| =
√

2mEp

h̄

(
sin θi −

√
1 − Eloss

Ep

sin θs

)
,

where Eloss is the energy loss and θs is the electron scattering
angle.26

Accordingly, the integration window in reciprocal
space27 is

�q || ≈
√

2mEp

h̄

(
cos θi +

√
1 − Eloss

Ep

cos θs

)
α,

where α is the angular acceptance of the apparatus,27 (±0.5◦
in our case). To obtain the energies of loss peaks, a polynomial
background was subtracted from each spectrum. The resulting
spectra were fitted by a Gaussian line shape (not shown herein).
All measurements were made at room temperature.

Measurements were performed for both symmetry direc-
tions (�–K and �–M), but no remarkable differences were
recorded as a consequence of the existence of differently
oriented domains on the sample, as observed in previous
low-energy electron microscopy experiments.10 Loss mea-
surements of MLG/Pt(111) recorded as a function of the
scattering angle θs are reported in Fig. 1. HREEL spectra
show a low-energy feature which develops and disperses up
to 3 eV as a function of the scattering angle. This resonance
exhibits a clear linear dispersion and its frequency approaches
zero in the long-wavelength limit. We assign it to the sheet
plasmon of MLG, in agreement with theoretical1,3,5,28,29 and
experimental2,4,24 results.

The dispersion of the sheet plasmon for MLG on SiC(0001)
well agrees with Stern’s17 prediction (ω ∝ √

q||). However, the
plasmon dispersion recorded in our experiments (Fig. 2) is well
described by a linear relationship, as in the case of ASP on bare
metal surfaces:20–22

h̄ω2D = Aq||,

where A = (7.4 ± 0.1) eV · Å
The sheet plasmon with a linear dispersion owes its

existence to the interplay of the underlying metal substrate with
the π -charge density in the MLG in the same region of space.
It resembles the ASP in metal surfaces that support a partially

FIG. 1. HREEL spectra of MLG/Pt(111) acquired as a function
of the scattering angle. The incident angle is 55.0◦. The impinging
energy Ep is 12 eV.

occupied surface state band within a wide bulk energy gap.30,31

The nonlocal character of the dielectric function28 and the
screening processes in graphene32,33 prevent the sheet plasmon
from being screened out by the 3D bulk states of Pt(111).
Recently, Horing28 predicted that the linear plasmon in
graphene systems may arise from the Coulombian interaction
between the native sheet plasmon (ω ∝ √

q||) in MLG and
the surface plasmon of a nearby thick substrate hosting a
semi-infinite plasma. Calculations taking into account the
electronic response of the Pt substrate could in principle put
this effect in evidence, but this is not trivial due to the existence
of a Moiré reconstruction in the MLG lattice on top of the
Pt(111) substrate. The slope of the dispersion relation of the
sheet plasmon in MLG/Pt(111) and the ones of acoustic-like
excitations provide information about group velocities of the
plasmon mode. We found that the group velocity of the sheet
plasmon in MLG/Pt(111) (1.1 ± 0.2 × 106 m/s) is similar to
the ones calculated for ASP.34 The group velocity of the sheet
plasmon in MLG/Pt(111) is about 2 orders of magnitude lower
than the speed of light, thus its direct excitation by light is not
possible. However, nanometer-size objects at surfaces, such
as atomic steps or molecular structures, can allow coupling
between sheet plasmon and light. The linear behavior of its
dispersion implies that both phase and group velocities of the
collective excitation are the same, so signals can be transmitted
undistorted along the surface. Hence, this finding could be of
significant importance in future graphene-based nano-optical
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Plasmon dispersion in MLG/Pt(111).
Data have been acquired for three different impinging energies.
The thin solid line represents the best fit for experimental points.
The dashed area indicates the continuum of intraband SPEs. The
thick solid line represents the boundary for the continuum of
interband SPEs. The plasmon mode enters the Landau damping
regime by interband electron-hole excitations when its dispersion
relation intercepts the boundary for the continuum of interband SPEs.
In the inset, the curves are reported with respect to the dimensionless
units E/EF and q||/kF .

devices, especially if we have in mind that the Moiré pattern
of MLG on metal substrates offers a naturally nanostruc-
tured system.15,35 In Fig. 2, we also show the electron-hole
continuum or single-particle excitation (SPE) region, which
determines the absorption (Landau damping) of the external
field at given frequency. It was calculated on the basis of results
in Refs. 5, 36, and 37 by substituting the values of EF and kF for
MLG/Pt(111) obtained by ARPES.10 For a normal 2D system,
only indirect transition is possible within the band. However,
for graphene, both intraband and interband transitions are
possible, and the boundaries are given in Fig. 2. Due to the
phase-space restriction, the interband SPE continuum has a
gap at small momenta. For q|| = 0, the transition is not
allowed at 0 < E < 2EF . If the collective mode enters the SPE
continuum, the plasmon mode can be damped. The plasmon
lies inside the interband SPE continuum, thus decaying into
electron-hole pairs, above the Fermi wave vector. Plasmon can
propagate without damping only in the region (see Fig. 2) not
included in the continuum of SPE (interband and intraband).
Such considerations are fully confirmed by the analysis of the
full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the plasmon peak

FIG. 3. FWHM of the plasmon peak as a function of (a) the
parallel momentum transfer q|| and of (b) the plasmon energy. The
inset in the top panel shows the origin of interband SPEs from π to
π∗ bands. The Fermi wave vector represents the onset where plasmon
enters the damping region.

as a function of both q|| [Fig. 3(a)] and the plasmon energy
[Fig. 3(b)]. Landau damping for the MLG sheet plasmon
occurs for momenta above the Fermi wave vector (about
0.09 Å−1) and for energies above 0.5 eV, as revealed by the sud-
den increase of the FWHM. Interestingly, the sheet plasmon
does not enter into the intraband SPE continuum and it exists
for all wave vectors. By contrast, for ASP, Landau damping
occurs via intraband transitions and the plasmon mode exists
only up to a few hundreds meV.20–22 On the other hand,
for MLG on SiC(0001), the FWHM continuously increases
with the momentum.2,24 For such system, it has been shown2

that the existence of steps or grain boundaries is a source of
strong damping, while the dispersion is rather insensitive to
defects.

In conclusion, we found a linear dispersion of the sheet
plasmon in MLG on Pt(111). Such behavior is attributed to
the nonlocal screening of the plasmon mode of MLG caused
by the underlying Pt substrate. Due to its low energy and its
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linear dispersion, the sheet plasmon is expected to play an
important role in graphene dynamics. This could be especially
relevant for future graphene-based nano-optical devices, since
the rippled, nanostructured surface of MLG on metal substrates
(see Refs. 15 and 35) provides an interesting scenario to couple
acoustic surface plasmons and light. We have also shown

that Landau damping occurs via interband transitions starting
above the Fermi wave vector.
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